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Short geo-engineering video quizzes on-demand 
by Michele Calvello 

Online resource: https://www.fabricatedgeomembrane.com/resources/geo-engineering-quizzes  

This post is a personal reflection on a collection of 3-5 min videos, called by the author “geo-

engineering pop-quizzes”. The author is Timothy Stark, who produced and published them in his 

capacity as technical director of the Fabricated Geomembrane Institute, a non-profit organization 

that supports manufacturers and fabricators of specialty products and flexible membranes. 

My GEE post is on the format of the video quizzes not on particular questions, most of which 

address issues related to applications with geosynthetics, often relevant to classical geotechnics 

problems as well. The Appendix includes edited contributions by TC306 members commenting on 

specific videos and offering tips on how the videos or the questions can be useful for teaching. 

I personally found the format of the videos both engaging and educational. 

What’s engaging in this format? A set of features that combine together to create short videos 

that go right-to-the-point, yet do not feel rushed. Here’s the list of features I appreciated: 

• A standard intro, always pronounced enthusiastically “Greetings, welcome to today’s 

exciting geo-engineering quiz on …”, welcomes the viewer 

• The subject of the short question, asked in plain terms, is a picture, a figure, or a chart 

(always one single slide), addressing a very specific issue 

• The viewer is given the right (short) amount of time, about 15 seconds, to think about the 

answer… to the sound of an instrumental musical refrain 

• The right answer is provided right after the pause, next comes the explanation, if the 

answer is not self-explanatory (about “self-explanatory” see contribution No 4), and then 

some comments related to the argument addressed, if needed with the aid of further 

slides 

• The video ends with references to additional resources, for people keen on knowing more 

on the subject (unsolicited suggestion for the author: fewer self-citations, and more links 

to third-party resources, would have enhanced the production) 

What educational features stand out in this format? 

• Each video is very short and provides a concise content of information (you may want to 

read the article “These lectures are gone in 60 seconds” by Shieh 2009). 

• Questions are engaging and promote effective learning (e.g. “Using questioning to 

enhance student engagement” by Ressler 2012, from TC306’s own geotechnical education 

conference series). 

• A figure is worth a thousand words (e.g., “When Graphs are more than "Pictures": Visual 

Literacy as a Challenge for STEM Education” by Christidou 2020, again from TC306’s 

geotechnical education conference series). 

• Some videos and topics relate to examples, and data, from real projects (in this case the 

suggested read is “Use of case studies in geotechnical courses: Learning outcomes and 

https://www.issmge.org/committees/technical-committees/impact-on-society/geo-education
https://www.fabricatedgeomembrane.com/resources/geo-engineering-quizzes
https://cee.illinois.edu/directory/profile/tstark
https://www.fabricatedgeomembrane.com/
https://www.chronicle.com/article/these-lectures-are-gone-in-60-seconds/
https://www.issmge.org/publications/publication/using-questioning-to-enhance-student-engagement
https://www.issmge.org/publications/publication/when-graphs-are-more-than-pictures-visual-literacy-as-a-challenge-for-stem-education
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suitable cases” Orr and Pantazidou 2012, once again from TC306’s geotechnical education 

conference series). 

• Finally, I think that the instrumental musical refrain after the question (in lieu of a blank 

period or a request to pause the video) is important, as it sets a mood that somehow 

“forces” the viewer to quickly think of an answer instead of simply waiting for the answer. 

Listeners familiar with American pop culture will recognize the tune of popular quiz show 

“Jeopardy”, known as “Jeopardy Thinking Music”. 

Acknowledgements to Michael Bardanis, the President of the Hellenic SSMGE, who 

recommended some of these videos (in particular: 9, 10, 13, 16) to the chair of TC306 Marina 

Pantazidou, and to Marina for passing on the recommendation. 

 

Appendix 

TC306 members’ comments on method-related issues 

1. Contribution by Margarida Pinho Lopes (quizzes presenting types of geosynthetics) 

Quizzes Nos 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11-13, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 27-29, which present different types of 

geosynthetics, are suitable for flipped learning, whereby the traditional learning environments 

are reversed.  

 

 

 

Stills from videos 2, 3, 7, 8 – Examples of Geosynthetics 

 

The content is delivered outside the classroom and class time is used for activities that enable 

deepening knowledge (e.g., in-depth discussions, solving complex exercises). Most descriptions 

of flipped learning refer to the use of pre-recorded multimedia lessons that students view outside 

of class time and at their own pace (O'Flaherty and Phillips, 2015). If students do not carry out the 

preparation activities, one of the great advantages of flipped learning may be lost, and more 

meaningful knowledge deepening activities cannot be carried out during the class time (Lee and 

Choi, 2019). The engagement of students with this pre-recorded multimedia lessons depends on 

aspects such as format, content, accessibility, and video length. Thus, using short and interactive 

videos can boost student engagement. The videos under discussion, as already highlighted by 

Michele Calvello, exhibit some very useful educational features that address some of these 

requirements. Hence, the Geo-engineering Pop Quizzes presenting different types of 

https://www.issmge.org/committees/technical-committees/impact-on-society/geo-education
https://www.issmge.org/publications/publication/use-of-case-studies-in-geotechnical-courses-learning-outcomes-and-suitable-cases
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=73tGe3JE5IU
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.iheduc.2015.02.002
https://doi.org/10.1111/bjet.12618
https://doi.org/10.1111/bjet.12618
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geosynthetics can help creating short and interactive pre-recorded multimedia lessons for flipped 

learning. After students have watched the videos outside class, the following in-class sequence 

may follow: students handle a sample of geosynthetic; they are asked to identify it, explaining 

their choice; the answers and reasons are discussed in a large group; finally, the instructor 

provides the correct answer and additional information on that particular type of material. 

 

TC306 members’ comments on content-related issues 

Common to geosynthetics and classical geotechnics  (determining shear strength 

parameters from tests & selecting strength parameters for design ) 

2. Contribution by Marina Pantazidou (quiz in video 9) 

I found most useful for teaching Geo-engineering Pop Quiz No 9, which shows four sets of results 

from shear tests with geosynthetic materials and asks whether the data are reliable.  

 

 

Still from video 9 - Interface Shear Testing (modified) 

 

One of the sets is in the picture above, where the shear stress – displacement curve for the 200 

kPa normal stress should be somewhere in the middle between the 400 kPa curve and the X axis, 

i.e. not so close to the 50 kPa curve. 

We can draw inspiration from Pop Quiz No 9 to seek real laboratory data exhibiting such problems 

with educational potential and ask students “What’s wrong with these data?” 

 

https://www.issmge.org/committees/technical-committees/impact-on-society/geo-education
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3. Contribution by Polyxeni (Tzeni) Kallioglou (quiz in video 30) 

My favorite geo-engineering quiz question is No 30, which asks about the identification of the 

residual strength based on results (shear stress – displacement curves) of three geosynthetic 

interface direct shear tests at various normal stress levels. Since the maximum displacement 

recorded at the end of each test is not enough to achieve the residual shear strength –which is 

activated at significantly larger displacements–, the suggestion is to either perform ring shear 

tests or extrapolate direct shear test results out to the residual strength conditions. 

 

 

Still from video 30 - Interface Testing 

 

We can present data from direct shear tests (undisturbed and pre-cut specimens), triaxial tests 

and ring shear tests on various clayey soils and ask students to determine the peak, critical and 

residual strength and the corresponding displacement level, in order to identify the suitability of 

each method and also to recognize the importance of strain level when estimating shear 

strength.  

 

4. Contribution by Manuel M. Fernandes (three-part quiz in videos No 48-50) 

Having seen about 20 of them, my general impression is positive. I think they can be very effective 

if the subject of the question is simple and, therefore, the reply may be given in a few words and 

ideas.  

I have chosen for a short comment the three-part quiz corresponding to videos 48-50. They 

address the same (and not at all simple!) question: What interface strength should be used [in 

stability analyses of landfills]? 

https://www.issmge.org/committees/technical-committees/impact-on-society/geo-education
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Stills from video 50 - Geosynthetic Interface Strength Selection: Part III 

 

In each video, the waste mass and the enveloping natural ground are different, and the potential 

failure surface considered differs as well (video quiz 48: flat part along the natural ground - 

bottom liner boundary, inclined part through the waste mass, video quizzes 49-50: both flat and 

inclined parts along the liner-natural ground boundary). When viewers first face the question, 

they may think that the answer concerns correct identification of the weakest interface. But no, 

the quizzes ask whether we should design with the peak or the residual strength. Indeed, when 

viewing the three videos together, a general rule emerges: peak interface strength is used for the 

horizontal portion of the bottom liner and possibly along horizontal benches (like in the example 

above), whereas residual strength is used for the inclined parts, where –it is tacitly implied– larger 

movements are expected. It might be said that these videos provide evidence of the limitations 

of the format to deal with complex questions, unless they are mainly meant to motivate the 

viewers to seek additional explanations in the webinars and papers suggested at the end of each 

video. For all three videos, it would be better to stress the different magnitude of displacements 

along horizontal vs inclined portions of the failing interface, rather than imply it. 

A final comment: for teaching/learning theoretical Soil Mechanics, it is particularly convenient 

and easy to prepare a list of statements and to ask the reader to classify each as TRUE/FALSE. 

(NOTE: it takes experience to phrase non-trivial, meaningful true/false questions.) This format 

could be easily adapted to this type of questions. 

https://www.issmge.org/committees/technical-committees/impact-on-society/geo-education

